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The Confederacy of Mainland Mi'kmaq (CMM), representing eight Mi'kmaw
communities in Nova Scotia, made a huge move by constructing a new building
for their growing non-profit. A space big enough to accommodate over 100
employees in Millbrook. Office Interiors stepped in to provide workstations and
ancillary furniture, and we are proud to be part of this journey.

We provided about 120 workstations for this project and furnished various
collaboration spaces. The best part is - we didn't do it alone. We teamed up with
our sister company, Cabco Communications, to bring this building to life.

Cabco outfitted the building with architectural interiors like sound-masking,
communications and technology tools like Wi-Fi, signal boosters, voice
conferencing, room booking systems, microphones and digital displays for the
executive boardroom and over 160 cloud phone systems.

Together, we created a space that blends modern work areas with the latest
technology. 



As the initial point of contact
for visitors entering the
building, the lobby's waiting
area is furnished to provide a
warm and comfortable
experience. Two Poppy chairs
by Haworth, designed for
optimal comfort, are paired
with a Jive table. This
arrangement ensures visitors
can relax and feel at ease while
waiting to be attended to.

Continuing the theme of comfort and style, the Poppy chairs are used in the
private offices as guest chairs. The choice of colour on the seating seamlessly
complements the existing furniture in this space. 



You can't miss the array of collaboration spaces as you navigate the CMM building.
Each space is furnished to suit different collaboration styles, whether it's a laid-
back discussion, a focused work session, or a formal meeting.

The luxurious Lyda
sectional sofa and
occasional table set
shine in this laid-back
executive collaborative
and lounge area. The
sofa is upholstered in
soft white leather, and
the table has a mixed
wood and leather finish.
This makes a flexible
space for people to
discuss, attend
gatherings, and host
guests.

This collaborative space
is a hub for diverse
meetings, featuring
Haworth Poppy chairs
in blue fabric paired with
round Jive tables. 

Maari bar-height stools
and matching PopUp
bar-height tables by
Haworth add versatility
to the room, providing
elevation to
accommodate different
seating heights. 



The CMM boardroom exudes elegance and comfort. This formal space features
the highly ergonomic Fern executive chairs in leather and with headrests by
Haworth. The Fern is the world's first chair designed with edgeless comfort. At the
centre of the chairs is the Immerse conference room table. This table adds easy
built-in storage to the space and also comes with integrated power to allow close-
range access to power for people to plug in their laptops and devices.



The open office features Compose Workstations by Haworth. The panels are sized
to provide seated privacy but still make communicating with coworkers easy. Each
workstation is fitted with storage, providing occupants with dedicated space for
their belongings. With over 120 of these workstations installed across three floors of
the CMM building, they allow every team member to work comfortably and
productively. 



Unlike the serene, quiet room, the kitchen area is a social hub for people to enjoy
their meals, whether alone or in groups. The space is furnished with Jive tables and
Maari chairs. The chair's material is plastic, making them easily cleanable  when
spills happen.

The quiet room offers a space for focused work when the open office gets too loud.
The first room is a spot for work and private calls, and it features a Maari stool and
the PopUp table by Haworth. In the second room, the To-Do chair with tablet by
Haworth sets a relaxed vibe for people to work.
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